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A Perfect SAUCE To Optimize Sourcing,
Improve Efficiency and Achieve Transparency
Across the Food Supply Chain
Food and beverage processors can leverage big data, AI and cloud computing to meet expanding
consumer expectations.

p Consumers today have a multi-

maintain a competitive advantage;

for food and beverage processors

and beverage products and the

regulations such as those required in

company thrive by providing the

tude of expectations for their food

processors that manufacture them.
They want to know exactly what

ingredients and additives are in anything and everything they consume
and often eschew substances per-

ceived as unhealthful or harmful.
They also desire to know the

provenance of food and beverage

items and ingredients, even to the
granular level of the specific farm
where an agricultural commodity
is produced. At the same time,

and comply with ever-multiplying

the Food Safety Modernization Act
(FSMA).

To prosper in 2020 and beyond

and agribusiness that can help your
right information in the right place
at the right time.

“It all starts with the collection

requires commitment to trace-

of data,” says Dan Wolfson, IBM

quality and consistency, as well as

Analytics at The Weather Com-

ability and transparency, product

corporate social responsibility. And
it requires smarter, bolder, faster

decisions based on the most rele-

vant and useful data at every step

along the way, from farm to fork.
This tall order demands the

Distinguished Engineer, Data and
pany, an IBM Business. “But with

an ever-increasing variety, velocity

and volume of data, how do we take
advantage of all this information

without getting flooded? What new
insights can we uncover? What new

consumers are demanding more

holistic solutions that IBM can

choices. Increasingly, they priori-

competitive marketplace, where

data strives to combine the large

more demands across the supply

organizations already produce

innovative, variegated and flavorful
tize environmental sustainability,

the fair treatment of farm laborers
and plant employees, the humane
treatment of livestock and other
social causes.

While meeting the ever-growing

list of consumer preferences and

provide to succeed in today’s

consumers are making more and
chain. Food and beverage processors of all sizes require an

incredible amount of information
and a way to make sense of it.

To succeed in today’s competi-

demands, processors must also oper-

tive and demanding marketplace,

revenue and profitability; embrace

data analytics, artificial intelligence

ate more efficiently; improve output,
new equipment and technologies to

imagine a combined portfolio of

(AI) and cloud computing services
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decisions can we help people make?”
Much of the work around big

amounts of internal data that

with external data sources to find

new, useful insights. An enormous
amount of external data relevant

to food and beverage production is

already being collected throughout
the world by IBM, governments,
market research firms, universities, industry, processors and
other organizations.
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High volume, high velocity

and/or high variety, big data is

Intelligence-driven, User-specific,

Analytics / Artificial Intelli-

Contextual, Engineering.

gence (AI): Analytics requires a

equipment and devices, networks,

tems like food, beverage and

layer where we can gather and

files, transactional applications,

and regional factors that lend

gathered through sensors, smart

operating system and software log
video and audio files, websites and

Science-backed: Ecosys-

agribusiness deal with physical
themselves to an important cate-

social media. Most food and bev-

gory of information that is both

to the storage capacity, analytical

idly. To develop analytics that

erage processors don’t have access
tools and insights to sort through
this data. This is where the IBM
Watson Decision Platform for

Agriculture can help companies
quickly process large, complex

data to create insights across the
supply chain ecosystem.

Converting data into useful

insight has often drawn parallels
with transforming raw – and
the right kinds of – food

constituents into a nutritious

diet . But in addition to having
1

the right data ingredients, this
process also needs the right

technology SAUCE – Sciencebacked, Analytics/Artificial

under-utilized and growing rapprovide useful insights into this

ecosystem, we need a principled

and scientific approach that is in

sync with real-world phenomena
before being validated against

ground truth. For example, modeling crop yield supply at harvest
may require combining machine

learning and biological approaches
to create a model that considers

historical and short-term weather

forecasts as well as crop health and
phenology. The global presence

of IBM Research is a key enabler
in this area as it allows food

processors to tap into regional
knowledge and expertise. 2
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common domain representation

represent close approximations of
the real-world physical artifacts

that characterize the underlying
domain. For example, agribusiness requires the inclusion of

various geometries indicating

the location of farms as well as
structured data such as plant

and harvesting history. Agriculture-specific realizations of this
layer are called electronic field
records (EFRs). More generic
electronic regional records

(ERRs) can also be created to
represent other realizations

depending on the scenario. This
layer also includes key reference

data from the underlying domain
(e.g., crop types and attributes)

as well as publicly available data

(e.g., county level yield statistics

from USDA) that can be useful in
a range of exploratory analytics.
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IBM collects and offers access to

geospatial-temporal information
in a system called IBM Physical

Analytics Integrated Data Repos-

itory and Services (PAIRS)3 – that

supports data ingestion, normaliza-

tion, querying and analytics to help

researchers and data scientists understand, analyze and predict different

phenomena. PAIRS contains over 4
petabytes of data today and ingests
terabytes of new data every day.

The common domain represen-

tation layer (in this case, the EFR)
and PAIRS jointly provide the

data foundation for a broad set of

analytics that helps users remotely

monitor physical conditions, diagnose abnormal situations and act
where possible to address these

circumstances. For example, a food

processor could determine where to
source the highest-quality organic
russet potatoes at scale or which
current consumer trends will be
long-lasting rather than fads.

User-specific: In the below

graphics, a user-specific suite of

applications has

been developed to
display the results
of farm analytics
to support key

decisions between

the food processor

and their originator
to reduce risk of
work-in-process

crop inventories

loss. In this case,
monitoring crop

health from remote satellite

imagery helps food processors

identify farm or regional areas that

the food processor around crop
disease mitigation strategies.

Contextual: As indicated in

pose a sourcing risk and require

the section on Analytics/AI, the

standing of soil moisture values

used to capture relevant contextual

attention. For example, an underat different depths can be applied
to improve irrigation schedules

and operating costs and increase
output of finished-goods inventories. Classifying a crop image

captured with a mobile device can

help a grower or agronomist determine the probability of a certain

disease risk and better engage with

domain representation layer is

data in the form of an EFR. This

element is critical because insights
are only as good as their contrib-

uting analytical models, which are

directly impacted by the relevancy,
context and curation of the underlying data.

Engineering: Creating a

platform with these capabilities

requires strategy and
consideration of the

foundational aspects
of data lifecycle

management while
staying grounded
in the realities of

analytics and data

science. If success-

ful, the results could
lead to specific

insights for end
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technology (IT), Armonk, New
York-based IBM can serve as a
one-stop shop for information

intelligence and insights for the

food and beverage industry. More
importantly, for companies that

have already made significant IT
and data-gathering investments,
IBM is able to seamlessly integrate those other platforms.

The pages that follow describe

three overlapping IBM services

that food processors can leverage
to make better decisions, gain a

competitive edge and, ultimately,
users across the ecosystem. Given

authorization and scaling needs

constrained by physical phenom-

increasing number of clients in

that agribusiness ecosystems are
ena and that the corresponding

markets are often driven by seasonality (such as sowing spring

wheat or harvesting winter barley),

we have to learn fast which aspects
of the system need emphasis at

the expense of others, so a functional system can be delivered
in time for specific use cases.

At the same time, the system

should be open and extensible at
multiple levels (data, analytics

and applications) as we expand
and evolve our understanding
of these ecosystems. We also

must consider tenancy, isolation,

as we continue to engage with an
these verticals.

In summary, how can you

find the right SAUCE to help
you transform data into valu-

modernize the most critical

workloads for speed, flexibility
and resiliency in the cloud. p
REFERENCES:
1

Healthy Data: A Diet of Thoughtful

Consumption, Dan Wolfson, IBM Big
Data and Analytics Hub, 13 July 2012

able insight?

The IBM Watson Decision

Platform based on PAIRS is

our foundational open platform
for helping customers make

2

Smarter Farms: Watson Decision

Platform for Agriculture, Ulisses Mello
and Sriram Raghavan, IBM Research
Blog, 24 September 2018

operational environment cen-

tric decisions through a suite of
stakeholder-specific apps that

can run in a web browser or on a
handheld mobile device. Additionally, with more than 100

years of experience in information
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3

Principled Reference Data Management

for Big Data and Business Intelligence,
Sushain Pandit et al., International
Journal of Organizational and Collective
Intelligence archive, Volume 7 Issue 1,
January 2017, Pages 47-66
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Harnessing IBM’s Big Data Analytics To
Improve Product Quality
p What do you get when you

cameras and, of course, smart

with farmers and other suppli-

such as phone conversations with

combine extensive relationships
ers around the world with more
than 100 years of experience

in information technology and
analytics as well as decades of

leadership in digital farming and
crop technology?

This synergy of strengths enables

IBM and its agricultural center of
competency, The Weather Company, to provide groundbreaking
solutions to individual food and
beverage processors.

As much as 90% of the data

collected globally is never ana-

lyzed, whether gathered by sensors
as part of the Internet of Things

(IoT); through smart phone apps,

phones. What’s more, audio data
customers and voice commands

are being recorded and could offer
valuable insights.

But big data is useless with-

out robust analytics supported
by artificial intelligence (AI).

Potentially vital information can
be overlooked, while irrelevant

information consumes the time

and attention of businesses. That’s
why the expertise of IBM is so

important — in data capturing,
mining and harvesting; in data

storage; and in making forecasts

based on probabilistic analyses of
that information.

This is especially true in the

impeccable crop, livestock and
weather data.

• To ensure traceability —

necessary for preventing and cur-

tailing foodborne illness, backing
up free-from and authenticity

claims, and assuring consumers

of product and ingredient origins
— food companies need to par-

ticipate in blockchain networks.

• And to satisfy consumer

preferences for healthful,
great-tasting, innovative,

provocative, environmentally

sustainable products, companies
need the best market intelli-

gence and consumer behavior
analytics available.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

websites and social media; or via

highly fragmented agribusiness

Let’s say you’re a manufacturer

system log files and transactional

analyze, store and synthesize

brand is differentiated by its long,

computer network and operating
applications. In addition, information-packed video images

are being captured by satellites,
drones, security cameras, web-

cams, hand-held movie and still

industry, which needs to collect,
all types of data throughout the
supply chain.

• To source the highest-quality

products and ingredients, food
and beverage companies need

of frozen French fries, and your
thin, seasoned fries. “It’s not

only important for you to obtain
disease-free potatoes that are

consistent in quality from one

tuber to the next, but also you

90% of the data collected globally
is never analyzed.
www.Food P roc e s s i ng.c om
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need oblong potatoes rather than

round ones,” says Jeff Keiser, lead
offering manager-IBM Watson

around timing of planting, fertilization and harvesting.

“We’re able to forecast things like

agribusiness solutions. Sourcing

yield and quality by analyzing the

in a particular growing season

disease and where it might evolve

optimal potatoes for your product
requires an understanding of

farming practices, soil conditions
and weather patterns.

By capturing data from the field

and using sophisticated weather
forecasting technology, IBM

enables agribusinesses to gain

insights on the quality and yield of
potatoes and other crops through
farm management analytics

risks around a particular emerging
due to climatic factors,” Keiser

says. He notes that seemingly small
variables such as whether a crop

protection product is applied when

the leaves are dry or saturated with

farms in a region or the best source
of free-range chickens or cage-free
eggs — things that are extremely
important to contemporary con-

sumers. IBM’s predictive analytics

also enable food companies to make
better logistical decisions regarding
fleet management, inventory management, warehousing, materials
handling and demand planning.

“From optimizing agricultural

rain can have a huge impact on

production to implementing

disease developing.

to integrate several offerings for

yield and the likelihood of a crop
Access to big data can help pro-

cessors identify the best organic

blockchain technology, we’re able
agribusiness enterprises,” Keiser
concludes. p

IBM Watson’s Artificial Intelligence Enhances
the Power of Predictive Analytics
p Considered an academic disci-

Watson has evolved and become

the supply chain all draw advan-

intelligence (AI) is the ability of

it is used today in many different

But the main winner is the

pline since the mid-1950s, artificial
a computer system to perceive its

much more powerful over time, and

tages from this platform’s power.

industrial and research applications.

consumer, who is assured of

ence, self-correct and make optimal

Things (IoT) platform — with dig-

and transparent processes, envi-

have propelled the development of

collected from sensors installed

environment, learn from experidecisions. IBM supercomputers
AI over the years.

Named for IBM’s founder,

Thomas J. Watson, IBM Watson

is a supercomputer that combines

the deep-learning algorithms of AI

with highly sophisticated analytical

Leveraging a large Internet of

ital agricultural and weather data
all over the world — the Watson

top-quality products, efficient

ronmentally sustainable practices
and more.

Prior to tapping AI, agribusi-

Decision Platform for Agricul-

nesses must be able to access the

big data in order to optimize

and platforms, so common in the

ture applies AI to agribusiness
decision-making.

Who benefits? Farmers, ranchers

data they need; isolated devices
food industry, just don’t cut it.
“Once you have data in a

software. Developed more than a

and feedlots; food and beverage

platform that is accessible to

possible “Jeopardy!” questions, IBM

retailers; and other enterprises in

supply chain, you can overlay

decade ago, originally to answer all

processors; food wholesalers and

www.Food P roc e s s i ng.c om
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all the different parties in the
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An emerging use for AI in the food industry
is blockchain technology: the collection of
data throughout the supply chain via IoT
sensors and other data gathering points.
technologies such as AI machine

flavors and ingredients will soon

explains John Ciempa, the Watson

leader, not a follower, in product

learning to generate insights,”

Decision Platform for Agricul-

gain traction. The goal is to be a

to problems and speeding up
decision-making.

The main objective of block-

innovation and avoid failure.

chain technology is to enhance

lead. Integrated cloud computing

the food industry is blockchain

confidence in the food supply.

one solution to the problem of data

throughout the supply chain via

ture’s senior product marketing

(described in the next article) is
fragmentation.

IBM Watson’s AI technology

has also been used to identify

nascent consumer preferences that
will likely become trends. IBM
and Kerry have developed the

proprietary Kerry Trendspotter™
platform that analyzes millions

of consumer-generated posts on

social media to predict what foods,

An emerging use for AI in

technology: the collection of data
IoT sensors and other data gath-

ering points. The IBM Blockchain
Platform enables decentralized

data to be captured, analyzed and
stored on the cloud so it can be
accessed, interpreted and acted

upon by all permitted users. IBM
Watson allows the system to

learn and adapt along the way,

alerting participating businesses

www.Food P roc e s s i ng.c om
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traceability, transparency, and

Built on IBM Blockchain, the

IBM Food Trust™ is a collaborative network of forward-thinking
growers, processors, retailers and
others across the food supply

chain. As IBM explains on its

website, “this solution connects
participants through a permissioned, immutable and shared

record of food provenance, transaction data, processing details
and more.” p
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IBM’s Acquisition of Red Hat Bolsters
Agribusinesses’ Cloud Computing Power, Flexibility
p The food and beverage industry

the multinational information

“We emphasize that our cloud com-

computing. Although many com-

leading hybrid cloud provider.

with your current investments.”

has been slow to embrace cloud

panies have dabbled in the cloud,

technology corporation as the

IBM recognizes that food proces-

puting solutions will work very easily
Red Hat’s open-source software

it’s not uncommon for food proces-

sors have made major investments

provides other benefits to food

than integrated, digital platforms,

using, says Jeff Keiser, lead offering

thing, it allows IT managers to

sors to have disconnected, rather
consisting of hardware, various
software systems and isolated
cloud applications.

“If you look at agribusiness as

a whole, the industry is really

behind in terms of its journey

to the cloud because of the fact

in the technology they’re already

manager-IBM Watson agribusiness

solutions. Indeed, surveys have estimated that businesses on average

contract with four cloud providers

for software, three for platforms and
two for infrastructure.

IBM Watson Decision Platform
for Agriculture.

IBM contends that it offers the

perfect solution with its acquisi-

tion of Red Hat, Inc. in July 2019.

This strategic acquisition positions

cloud providers.

Indeed, IBM’s purchase of Red

Hat is a win-win for the multina-

beverage companies. IBM now has

public cloud platforms with a com-

keting lead-agribusiness for the

data centers and across different

integration of existing private and

fragmented, on-premises type
Ciempa, senior product mar-

running them in both in-house

tional corporation and its far-flung

based cloud architecture permits the

of environment,” says John

modernize older applications,

Red Hat’s open-source, Linux-

that, traditionally, information
technology has been such a

and beverage processors. For one

pany’s own hardware and software

systems. Moreover, Red Hat’s cloud
capacity surpasses that of popular

customers, including food and

an even stronger presence in cloud
computing, while Red Hat gains
clout in the international arena.

By combining Red Hat’s cloud

individual cloud providers such as

capabilities with IBM’s state-of-

and Amazon Web Services (AWS).

intelligence technology, processing

Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud
“IBM offers solutions around

analytics and the integration of data
from various sources,” Keiser says.

the-art data analytics and artificial

firms are especially well-positioned
to gain an edge over competitors
and win over consumers. p

IBM’s purchase of Red Hat is a win-win for
the multinational corporation and its far-flung
customers, including food and beverage companies.
www.Food P roc e s s i ng.c om
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Leverage AI that correlates farm practices,
environment, weather and land attributes
with yield and quality to reveal actionable
food supply chain insights and drive
sustainability.

ibm.biz/agriculture

Let's put
smart
to work.

